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 Tuesday 19 February 2019 www.turftalk.co.za  *  editor@turftalk.co.za 

IMPRESSIVE debut winner She’s So Sassi has a new owner. 

A deal done “as they crossed the line”! 
VETERAN trainer Tobie Spies has always been one to say, ‘you never stop learning in this game’, and 

while he’s been around the block in racing and breeding a few times, Monday’s Flamingo Park  

meeting brought a rare first, in an unusual respect. 

It wasn’t a first treble for the Spies yard – they’ve had 

many of those – rather the first time they’ve sold a 

horse to a new owner, “in the winner’s enclosure”, and 

“before the all-clear was given”! 

 

Spies tells: “We have a good and varied bunch of two-

year-olds in the stable this season and not all of them 

are fully subscribed, so we’ve put them on our website 

with some special offers and She’s So Sassi (Brave Tin 

Soldier) was among them.  

“We picked She’s So Sassi from Favour Stud and when 

there were no takers we decided to race her in my own 

colours, but recently we had one gentleman phone us 

a few times with interest in her. He liked her photo on 

the website and she ‘tickled’ him. But there is a differ-

ence between expressing interest and paying for a 

horse and until yesterday he’d only phoned with  

queries, he hadn’t taken the final step. 

“We agreed that a final decision would be made after 

her first run at Flamingo Park yesterday. She’s So  

Sassi lost her way a bit halfway through the race, she 

was green and running around but when she found 

her feet she mowed them down easily and won going 

away for Mathew Thackeray, she will win again. 

“The best thing is that we have her sold now.    (to p2) 

http://www.turftalk.co.za
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Check draws, play the game! 
 

THERE are 11 races scheduled for the Vaal’s classic 

track—remember they race around the bend here from 

1200m up so check your draws.  A decent kind of 

meeting, but with several open fields and a few of 

those low MR handicaps so there will probably be a 

few roughies flying up. Value for us, about one-time 

Durban July contender Mr Winsome (16-1 in Race 5), 

because he caught the eye looking good and moving 

up well in a 2000m race at Turffies recently, he could 

win soon. Stan Ferreira’s La Roquette (Race 9, 12-1) 

is a quality filly, versatile enough to win a Mr77 over 

1200m and right on her winning merit mark. Value 

bets in Red, recommended Eachway (Win & Place). 

 

Vaal Selections: 
 

Race 1:  (1) Mount Rainier (12) Jacko Boy (5) Tongue 

Twister (9) At Hand 

Race 2: (2) Magic’s First (10) Fleur De Lis (4) Esemess 

(12) Midnight In Paris 

Race 3:  (8) Village Deep (9) Blue Sage (3) Mighty 

Ands Magic (1) Brand New Cadillac. 

Race 4: (5) Seville Orange (1) Sunshine Silk (7) Sand 

Princess (2) Spring Poetry 

Race 5: (1) Mr Winsome (9) Hakeem (3) Finchatton (6) 

Come The Day 

Race 6: (3) Ragoon (4) Wildlife Safari (1 Dhabyaan (6) 

Whosethebossnow 

Race 7: (3) Polar Ice (5) Lone Survivor (2) Nordic Re-

bel (1) Dan The Lad 

Race 8: (13) It Is Not Over (14) Wrap It Up (5) Poor-

manslady (6) Gold Dawn 

Race 9: (3) La Roquette (9) Soul Of Wit (8) No More 

Words (6) Kentucky Blue  

Race 10: (8) Blonde Vision (5) Ilha Da Varlette (4) Ou-

ro (3) Singing In Seattle 

Race 11: (15) Phillydelphia (4) Coyote Girl (7) Ottawa 

(1) Swell Time 

TOTE BETS WITH INTERBET ARE  DIRECTED 

TO TOTE POOLS    
  

Interbet do not offer the “ open (Tote) bet ” – 100% 

of all Tote bets are directed into the Tote pools. This 

means that (unlike Tote bets placed with bookmakers 

that lay all or part those bets themselves), the “ rake 

” from the Tote pools goes directly towards running 

horseracing and paying owners’ stakes. 

FILLY SOLD AS SHE WINS (fm p1) 

 

“My phone rang the moment she crossed the line and 

the new owner committed to the sale. He’ll have fun 

with She’s So Sassi, she’ll win again. I’m hoping we 

can do a few more deals like this. It’s amazing what 

the modern social media can do,” Spies laughed. 

 

Owner David Makins, who returned to the Spies yard 

after the tragic death of trainer Leon Erasmus last 

June, enjoyed a Flamingo double when Pieces Of Gold 

(Visionaire, Thackeray) won Race 2 over 1000m and 

True Words (Byword, Jarryd Penny)  bagged the feature 

race, the Kimberley 1400. 

 

“Pieces Of Gold works well on our sand track at the 

Vaal and that’s normally an indication that they will like 

the Kimberley surface. True Words came into the  

feature race with the right merit rating and a handy 

weight and ran them off their feet, he is a gelding with 

some ability,” Spies commented.  - tt. 

 

Visit www.spiesracing.co.za  

TO BROADEN YOUR HORIZONS 
 

AN open day for the new Dynasty stallion, Horizon,  will 

be held in Hermanus at Mogs Country Cookhouse, this 

Friday 22 February, to start at 11.30am. 

 

Stallion manager Justin Vermaak writes in his  

newsletter: “Horizon’s dam Shina, is by the legendary 

LOMITAS, herself a full sister to SILVANO. This simply 

makes him the best bred son of Dynasty to stand at 

stud.  

 

“I was the racing manager at Maine Chance when we 

sold Horizon as a yearling, where he was a record 

breaking R5.2mil sale at CTS Premier Sale in January, 

he was simply a standout specimen, something which 

he has definitely not lost as he has grown into quite 

the magnificent horse.   

 

Mail justin@greenstreetbloodstock.co.za for more  

WE. ARE. ON. TWITTER. DO. FOLLOW. 

US. ON.  @turftalk1 

https://spiesracing.co.za/horses-for-sale/
https://spiesracing.co.za/horses-for-sale/
mailto:justin@greenstreetbloodstock.co.za
http://www.twitter.com/turftalk1
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HEVERSHAM BY NIGHT IS A NO-COST EVENT. STARTING  TIME IS NOW 5PM. RSVP AND COME! 

MARINARESCO, DUBAI 
JOCKEY Bernard Fayd’Herbe took this photo on 

the back of an alert Marinaresco, a contender 

in Thursday night’s Zabeel Mile (Gr2) at  

Meydan, where he made a satisfactory debut 

over 1400m recently and has his merit rating 

dropped three points to 115. The former  

Durban July winner will be better suited to 

1600m and Fayd’Herbe  messaged us: “He is 

feeling really good, doing well!”  - tt. 

http://www.hevershampark.co.za/
http://www.bushhillstud.co.za/
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Balancing AHS control with practical industry business  

THE recent equine influenza outbreak in the UK illustrates the dramatic impact infectious disease can 

have on the sport of racing and the ability for horses to move freely domestically and internationally, 

writes Dr JOHN GREWAR, Research and Innovation Manager at the SAEHP (South African Equine 

Health & Protocols. 

African horse sickness (AHS) has for many years been 

a challenge for South African horse owners – not only 

does it result in domestic movement and vaccination 

control that can be costly and logistically frustrating 

but it has resulted in significant disruption to our ability 

to trade horses globally.  Having said this though, the 

animal health controls put in place for AHS form the 

cornerstone of any potential international trade.  

Decreasing control within South Africa will hamper  

negotiations with trade partners.  

 

There are a number of similarities between AHS and 

equine flu – both diseases have a short incubation 

period (period between infection and showing clinical 

signs of disease) and the long distance dispersal of 

both diseases is likely to occur through the movement 

of infected horses.   

 

This is why in South Africa movement control be-

tween our AHS control zones is one of the main 

pillars of control in terms of maintaining an AHS 

free zone in the Western Cape Province. We make 

every effort in South Africa to balance control with 

the practical business of the equine industry. 
 

There are times of the year during which the risk of 

movement of infected horses is greater because the 

transmission of the disease between horses is linked 

to midges. During these times, most often in late sum-

mer and autumn, there will be parts of South Africa 

where the control of movements into the AHS con-

trolled area is more strict, but we make use of scientifi-

cally justifiable measures, such as pre-movement test-

ing and quarantine, to still promote movement and 

maintain our AHS zonal freedom. 

 

The use of PCR in AHS testing has reduced quarantine 

periods for domestic movement but the test is not a 

silver bullet for movement. In general there is a period 

in the first part of the virus incubation where tests do 

not detect infection, so only using testing prior to 

movement into the control area is not feasible at the 

moment.  

Outbreaks of disease do result in added pressure to 

change control policies – in the UK there are discus-

sions about reducing the required vaccination interval 

for equine flu down to 6 months (something already in 

place in South Africa). In the AHS context the challeng-

es faced with the use of a live-attenuated vaccine has 

resulted in restricting the vaccination period to the 

colder months of the year within the controlled area 

(and it is suggested this is followed in the infected 

area as well). This restriction impacts on logistics and 

competing/breeding programs but also significantly 

decreases the probability of vaccine-associated out-

breaks of disease.  

 

 

 

 

 

The goal of the industry and government in South Afri-

ca with regards to AHS control is to create an environ-

ment where the industry can still function within a 

scientifically justified control program that is palatable 

with our trade partners. This will not only promote 

trade but result in a higher health status of our  

domestic equine population leaving a legacy of 

healthy horses and a functioning industry. 

 

*SAEHP points out that they are looking at  

streamlining movement specifications to make it as  

user-friendly as possible whilst still being fully  

compliant.—tt. 

Dr John Grewar 

of SAEHP: 

 

“There are a 

number of  

similarities  

between AHS 

and Equine 

Flu..” 
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An ‘emotional transfer’ between humans and horses 

IT is not uncommon for the heart rates of a loving couple or a parent and child to sync up during  

intimate moments. Researchers at the Italian University of Pisa Department of Veterinary Sciences  

designed an experiment to see if this phenomenon also occurs between humans and equines. The 

preliminary study – which will serve as a spring board for further research – consisted of eleven  

humans and one mare. 

The human participants were asked to interact with the 

mare as follows: 

 

Part 1: The human sat still in a chair in a stall next to 

the horse’s stall. 

Part 2: The human continued to sit still in the chair, but 

the horse entered the stall with the human and could 

explore the human through sniffing and touching. 

Part 3: the human groomed the horse. 

 

The researchers used high-tech wearable monitoring 

systems and advanced algorithms to collect and tabu-

late their data. Specifically, the heart rate and heart 

rate variability (the slight changes in heart rate from 

beat to beat) of the horse and each human participant 

during their interactions. 

 

They found that the mare and the humans tended to 

“couple” their heart rate variability – which is a strong 

indicator of emotional status – during Part 2 where the 

horse first made contact. Surprisingly, the coupling 

broke down during grooming in Part 3, with the HRV 

becoming more differentiated between horse and  

human. 

 

Study author, Paolo Baragli, DVM, PhD explained his 

theory for this variation between phases: 

 

“In Part 2 the horse is free to move and can decide by 

himself to approach the human or not. In Part 3 the 

horse is ‘forced’ to the contact with the human. The 

opportunity to have choice is one of the new frontiers 

of animal well-being and, in that way, our very prelimi-

nary results seem to confirm that giving the animals 

the opportunity to have a choice meets their emotional 

requirements.” 

 

“That would mean that both autonomic nervous sys-

tems of horse and human can be influenced reciprocal-

ly. This could be a sign of an emotional transfer be-

tween horse and human. But at this point we cannot 

exclude other and less relevant reasons, like chance.” 

 

According to Baragli, the study “could be relevant in 

the assisted intervention with horses but even in the 

day-to-day relationship for leisure and sport.” - from 

ihearthorses.com 

HORSES and humans can ‘couple’ emotions in certain 

instances, especially if horse makes contact first. 

http://www.morrisvee.co.za/
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Tex kicked the habit long ago 

HERE’s a photo taken at Chantilly in France back in 1992, 

when a group of South Africans went on a European racing 

tour featuring the Arc De Triomphe. Standing with Count  

Bernard de Saint Seine (left) is John Freeman, Maureen Baitz 

and Jockeys Association Chair Tex Lerena, who looks to be 

puffing  purposefully on a French deep-burning Gaulloisses 

(Gul-waaz) cigarette. He gave up soon after the trip. Tex  

recalls: “That was the year Michael Roberts won the UK title. 

We went to London afterwards to see the late Pierre Coetzer 

fight Frank Bruno for the world heavyweight boxing title and 

Michael came along after races.” 

FROM 1993, in South Africa, this photo of the finish of the 

Gosforth Park Sprint Handicap, the forerunner of today’s  

Tommy Hotspur Handicap. It was won by trainer Johnny  

Dawson’s speedy filly Blushing Star (Johnny Geroudis, nearest 

camera), who became the first filly in South Africa to break 

the 56s  barrier for 1000m, clocking 55,68s. Richebourg 

(Anton Marcus, No 2) was second ahead of Piere Strydom on 

No 9, Speaking Oak (look how low down young ‘Striker’ is on 

his mount). Bred by Gavin Walker, Blushing Star was a  

daughter of Our Casey’s Boy and a mare by Mexico II.  She 

won eight times over 1000m. 

The first SA filly to break 56s 

SEND YOUR OLD PHOTOGRAPHIC RACING 

MEMORIES TO US. Mail editor@turftalk.co.za. 

http://www.klawervlei.co.za/
http://www.racingassoction.co.za/
http://www.bettingworld.co.za/
http://www.kuda.co.za/
http://www.tellytrack.com/
mailto:editor@turftalk.co.za
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